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Abstract – In many areas of Earth science, including climate change research and operational oceanography, there is a need for near real-time integration of data from heterogeneous and spatially distributed sensors, in particular in-situ and space-based sensors. The data integration, as provided by a smart sensor web, enables numerous improvements, namely, 1) adaptive sampling for more efficient use of expensive space-based and in situ sensing assets, 2) higher fidelity information gathering from data sources through integration of complementary data sets, and 3) improved sensor calibration. Our ocean-observing smart sensor web presented herein is composed of both mobile and fixed underwater in-situ ocean sensing assets and Earth Observing System (EOS) satellite sensors providing larger-scale sensing. An acoustic communications network forms a critical link in the web, facilitating adaptive sampling and calibration. We report on the development of various elements of the smart sensor web, including (a) a cable-connected mooring system with a profiler under real-time control with inductive battery charging; (b) a glider with integrated acoustic communications and broadband receiving capability; (c) an integrated acoustic navigation and communication network; (d) satellite sensor elements; and (e) a predictive model via the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) interacting with satellite sensor control.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the effects of global warming and associated climate change become more pronounced, it will be ever more important to accurately know the state of the ocean and to be able to predict it significantly into the future. Earth’s oceans however, are clearly under sampled. Efforts are underway to rectify this situation. On global scales, the Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS) within the Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS) is in the process of bringing together satellite, in situ observations, and modeling to provide products on various time and space scales. Satellite observations include sea surface height altimetry (for heat content and near surface currents), scatterometry for wind speed and direction, and infrared radiometers for sea surface temperature. In situ elements include a near-global distribution of Argo profiling floats to provide sparse (incoherent, 300 km spacing) in-situ temperature and salinity data, volunteer observing ships (typically temperature profile data), and arrays of moorings, e.g., the TAO-TRITON array in the equatorial Pacific primarily for El Nino monitoring. Numerical modeling is just now reaching the state of being able to assimilate with adequate resolution the satellite altimetry and in situ data, to produce a 4-dimensional ocean state that is dynamically consistent. However, there are still major discrepancies when one looks at the total heat and fresh water budget [1] – various models and independent data driven results for the fraction of sea level rise attributable to ocean thermal expansion and to ice melting are inconsistent within their respective formal error bars. Even just for ocean heat content change, different analysis groups produce estimates that differ by more than the formal error bars, with a spread that is about half the nominal change in heat content over the last 5 decades [2,3]. In a research-oriented effort, the National Science Foundation has initiated the Ocean Observatories Initiative to provide leading edge infrastructure for long-term sustained observations at a few selected sites. There are many other efforts to develop and sustain long-term ocean observing capability, to complement the satellite data collected by NASA and other space based Earth observing systems.

We have been developing a smart sensor web that combines many of the essential elements of an ocean observing system: a mix of fixed and mobile in-situ sensors and NASA satellite sensors that together can perform a combination of spatial and temporal sampling; and an ocean model, embodying all our best and current knowledge of the physics, embedded in a data assimilation framework, that can be used in an adaptive sampling mode to jointly optimize sampling and resource allocation for improved science data [4,5,6]. For all the pieces to work together, the power, communications, and timing network infrastructure must be in place, linking the web between the in-situ and space-based sensors.

Constructing and demonstrating such a sensor web is a major task, and is only possible by building on the efforts of several complementary projects: (a) cabled profiler mooring (ALOHA-MARS Mooring (AMM) system, ref) intended for the NSF Ocean Observatories Initiative, (b) acoustic Seagliders with integrated sensors and modems talking to each other and other platforms, including bottom nodes and gateway buoys, (c) an integrated acoustic navigation and communication network, (d) satellite sensors, and (e) a predictive model via the Regional Ocean Modeling System...
(ROMS) that is used to control adaptive sampling, including re-direction of satellite assets. The system composed of the above is illustrated in Fig. 1. It should be noted that the glider and mooring systems described here are but one of many variants. For example propeller-driven autonomous undersea vehicles (AUVs) transiting between bottom nodes are regarded as conceptually very similar. Here we report on our progress to date in these areas, as part of our 2005 NASA AIST task, award number AIST-05-0030.

Fig. 1: The ALOHA-MARS mooring system, using acoustic Seagliders and satellite data to extend the spatial sampling footprint.

II. SMART SENSOR WEB

A. Mooring sensor system

The basic mooring system is illustrated in Fig. 1 with a block diagram in Fig. 2. The current hardware implementation was deployed and operated on the Seahurst Observatory in 40 m water depth in Puget Sound, just west of Sea-Tac International Airport. In the future it will be deployed at the MARS cabled observatory in Monterey Bay in 1,000 m water depth and at the ALOHA Cable Observatory site 100 km north of Oahu in 5,000 m water depth. Here the emphasis is on a system description [7].

The basic mooring concept is to provide the infrastructure to distribute power, communications, and precise and accurate timing throughout the water column. The mooring system consists of three main components: a near-surface float at a depth of 165 m with a secondary node and suite of sensors, an instrumented motorized moored profiler moving between the seafloor and the float that will mate with a docking station just beneath the float for battery charging, and a secondary node on the seafloor with a suite of sensors. Both secondary nodes have remotely operated vehicle (ROV)-mateable connectors available for guest instrumentation. The profiler has real-time communications with the network via an inductive modem that provides some remote control functions to allow the sampling and measurement capabilities to be focused on the scientific features of greatest interest. The power, two-way real-time communications and timing provided by cabled seafloor observatories will enable this sensor network, the adaptive sampling techniques, and the resulting enhanced science. The sampling and observational methods developed here will be transferable to ocean observatories elsewhere in the world.

Seafloor cable and EO-converters

ROV-mateable connectors on the MARS Observatory primary node will provide 375 V, 48 V, 100Base-T Ethernet, and a 1 pulse-per-second (PPS) precise timing signal (the same is available on NEPTUNE Canada, the future NSF OOI Regional Scale Nodes, and the Aloha Cabled Observatory). The mooring system is designed for a maximum of 1200 W with 320 W for the profiler charging and 270 W for guest users. In-line electro-optical media converters (Fig. 3) are required to convert electrical communication and timing signals to optical form for transmission over any significant distance using optical fibers and back again. The seafloor and mooring riser cables both have four single mode fibers. One optical fiber is used for the Ethernet communications, and one for the PPS/RS-422 time distribution and two are spares. Wave division multiplexers (WDMs) allow bi-directional data transmission using 1310 and 1550 nm wavelengths on the fibers. The 1.5-km cable between the primary node and the seafloor secondary node junction box is a 12.7-mm diameter electrical/optical cable with six electrical conductors and the optical fibers in a 1.2-mm stainless steel tube. ROV-mateable connectors allow connection of the cable to the primary and secondary nodes. The seafloor cable (with EO converters and connectors) is installed by ROV with a reel mounted in the cable laying tool sled on the ROV; the spool will be left on the seafloor at the end of the cable laying process. In the future, EO-converters can be miniaturized and combined with the connectors at each end. When hybrid electro-optical connectors become more reliable and reasonable cost, the EO-converters could be eliminated.
Fig. 3: ROV-mateable connectors and the electro-optical converters (in beryllium copper pressure cases) attached to each end of the (black) seafloor cable.

**Secondary nodes**

The AMM has two secondary nodes that provide the same connectivity functions that are available at the primary observatory nodes, though power and communications clearly are now shared and (more) limited resources. Much of the design is based on the MARS power system (e.g., bus structure, PC-104 node controller, switching and monitoring of ports, and ground fault monitoring; see [8]).

The seafloor secondary node serves as the terminus for the seafloor EOM cable that runs from the MARS node to the base of the mooring. The node includes a frame, electronics housing, and ROV-mateable electrical connector receptacles. The mechanical design of the node was done in consultation with the ROV pilots at the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI), the operators of the MARS system. There are two guest ports in addition to ports for the seafloor cable from the primary nodes, the mooring cable (to the float node), and the instrument package. Syntactic foam buoyancy is added to make the unit just slightly negative, so the ROV can pick it up and move it around if necessary. There are receptacles for lead weights, once it is in place.

The subsurface float secondary node is connected via the mooring cable to the seafloor node next to the base of the mooring anchor. It is also connected to the AMM float instrument package and has two unused guest ports with ROV-mateable receptacles. In addition it has the electronics for the inductive power coupler, the Sea-Bird inductive modem for communication with the profiler, an internal attitude sensor, the acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP), and video camera and light (looking at the profiler docking station below the float).
Science Instrument Interface Module (SIIM)

To minimize the number of ROV-wet-mateable connectors used, an intermediate multiplexer/SIIM is used to first connect all the sensors at one location together (using inexpensive dry-mate connectors); then the SIIM is connected to the secondary node housing using a single (expensive) ROV-mateable connector. This SIIM has a mix of the following features: eight ports (dry-mate connectors), power at required instrument voltages (48 Vdc or 12 Vdc), an eight-port Ethernet switch, Ethernet or RS-232 to Ethernet conversion (to connect to network), and individual software controlled load switching and deadface switching. Much of this is accomplished with a custom, easily modified, four-channel printed circuit board, a “SIIM board.” Each channel has a DigiConnectME embedded module, a FET switch, and deadface relays. The DigiConnect module provides a 10/100BaseT network interface (i.e., an IP address), one high-speed RS-232 serial interface, 2 MB Flash memory, and 8 MB RAM. It provides an extremely convenient way to convert instrument RS-232 to Ethernet. It is the only “smart” device in the SIIM, and can, for instance store and forward sensor metadata. On the float and at the base of the mooring, the SIIM board is housed in a titanium pressure case rated for 5000 m. A SIIM board also resides in the float secondary node for the attitude sensor, ADCP, and Sea-Bird inductive modem. The units work well with many different oceanographic sensors connected: conductivity, temperature, depth, and oxygen (CTDO2), optical backscatter, hydrophone, acoustic modem, ADCP, attitude/orientation sensor, camera/light and inductive modem. Most use RS-232 but some (e.g., the hydrophone) use Ethernet. The acoustic modem and hydrophone have access to the precise pulse-per-second timing signal.

Sensors and instruments

The Sea-Bird 52MP/43F pumped CTDO2 is used throughout, two each (for redundancy) on the subsurface float and at the base of the mooring, and one on the profiler. These have titanium pressure cases rated for 6000 m. The WetLabs BB2F sensor measures optical backscatter at 470 nm and 700 nm, and chlorophyll fluorescence within the same volume. There is one each on the float and seafloor instrument packages and on the MMP. The ADCP on the subsurface float is a RD Instruments Workhorse Quartermaster 150 kHz. It is mounted permanently on the float with a dry mate connector to the float secondary node electronics case. The ADCP has an integral attitude sensor package. The acoustic current meter (ACM) on the profiler is a Falmouth Scientific 4-axis device measuring a 3D velocity vector. There is a broadband hydrophone (Naxys eHyd) on the subsurface float and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) acoustic micromodems [9,10] on the two instrument packages; these are mounted on the subsurface float instrument package with SIIM in Fig. 4. A gyro enhanced orientation sensor in the float secondary node is installed to better understand the float/mooring dynamics, related stresses, and impact on the optical fibers; it will help answer the question, is a swivel necessary in future mooring systems like this? If no swivel is needed, a major engineering simplification in the mooring can be made. There is a color video camera with lights mounted below the subsurface float looking at the profiler dock to monitor the MMP docking and undocking.

Moored profiler

The McLane Moored Profiler (MMP, [11]) has been modified for this application. The changes include: new motor, gearbox, and wheel for use with the larger EOM cable; interface for Wet Labs and Seabird sensors; interface APL-UW moored profiler controller (MPC) to the MMP controller to offload data after every profile; replace primary Li battery pack with rechargeable 860 Wh Li-ion battery bank mounted in glass sphere; mount for inductive charging coupler and electronics; and use extended length McLane housing with additional glass sphere for rechargeable battery bank and for increased buoyancy. With these changes, there is a data collecting-to-battery charging duty cycle of 95% (4 days operation with 4 h charging). The MPC (a Persistor CF-2 processor) collects the BB2F optical data (backscatter and fluorescence), interfaces with and downloads data from the MMP (CTDO2, ACM, engineering data), interfaces with and transfers data/commands to/from the shore server, and supervises the charging of the battery pack.

The appropriate MMP software to enable adaptive sampling has only recently become available (“patterns” and
schedule file transfers at the end of any profile). In the future the profiler will be modified to be ROV serviceable. By this we mean an ROV can remove and install it without disturbing the deployed mooring. There are three reasons for this: (1) reliability of the MMP is not yet as good as desired, (2) any profiler is a mechanical device prone to failure, and (3) irrespective of profiler reliability, one may want to or need to change out the profiler with its load of sensors, either because of sensor calibration/biofouling, or for a different payload. With this capability, the basic mooring system, with expected long life, can remain in place.

**Inductive Power System (IPS)**

The inductive power system (IPS) to charge the batteries on the profiler is a key new technical development of the project. The McLane Mooring Profiler (MMP) will periodically connect or “dock” beneath the mooring float to charge its battery pack. Due to the fact that the system is submerged in conducting seawater, the connection must not utilize any contacts that allow an electrical connection to contact the seawater. Wet-mateable connectors that have enclosed, oil-bathed contacts have some potential for this but they typically require a relatively high mating force and have a limited number of mate/de-mate cycles. The technique that has been selected is to use inductive coupling for the power. S&K Engineering has a significant amount of experience in the electric automobile industry and was contracted to make the inductive power coupler (the “dock”) and the associated drive and charging electronics.

A block diagram of the charging system is shown in Fig. 5. The float side has a high voltage dc-power source that can range from 150 to 400Vdc. A boost DC-DC converter is used to create a pre-regulated voltage at 375Vdc for the second stage. The main power transfer through the inductive coupler is driven by a half-bridge inverter driving a series resonant tank circuit. The inverter operates at a constant switching frequency of 50 kHz that is above the resonant frequency. The inductive coupler has a primary side that is fixed to the mooring cable and a secondary side that is mounted on the profiler. Because of the need to operate for an extended period of time in the presence of bio- fouling, the coupler has been designed with an annular gap of 2 mm. Because of this relatively large gap, the coupler has a much larger cross-sectional area than a typical power transformer. The coupler has 10 turns on the primary and 3 turns on the secondary. Because of the relatively large gap (2 mm) and the separation of the windings, the coupler functions as a poorly coupled transformer and produces significantly less voltage or current in the secondary than an ideal transformer. The seawater also appears as a moderate impedance load that reduces the power conversion efficiency. The secondary side has a full-wave rectifier that may be shunted by a FET switch. The system is designed to deliver 250W at 16.4Vdc on the secondary side, with an efficiency > 70 per cent. Fig. 6 shows the system components, Fig. 7 shows the profiler being deployed in Puget Sound and in the docking position on the mooring. The charging cycle is shown in Fig. 8; about two-thirds of the charge is accomplished in 2 hours and a full charge of the batteries (849 W-h Lithium Ion) takes 5 hours. Future versions will have a more robust ferrite construction, as the current one chipped in places. The coupling mechanism will be reversed so the spring-loaded portion is hanging down on the mooring wire. More detail can be found in [12].

![Fig. 5: Inductive Power System Block Diagram. A series resonant converter drives a constant frequency square wave voltage across the inductive coupler that is rectified & regulated on the secondary side.](image1)

![Fig 6: The inductive power system (IPS) components.](image2)
**Inductive Modem (IM) communications**

The Sea-Bird Inductive Modem (IM) system is used for communications between the float and the MMP. Communications rate is nominally 150 bytes/s; with forward error correction and other overhead the effective rate is 90 bytes/s. This slow link is a bottleneck and will be replaced with a newer 19.2 kbaud system that can also provide ~30 μs timing accuracy.

**Mooring riser cable**

The 22-mm (0.85-inch) diameter mooring cable has six 18 AWG conductors with polypropylene insulation, four loose fibers in a 1.3-mm diameter steel tube (in center), a Kevlar strength member, and a steel mesh for fish bite protection, all enclosed in a polyurethane jacket. This cable, connecting the seafloor secondary node to the subsurface float and the float secondary node, has electrical connector terminations and EO converters identical to the seafloor cable connecting the MARS primary node to the seafloor secondary node. Initial pull tests of the cable with the mechanical terminations failed; the terminations were improved and the tests were completed successfully.

**Mooring float**

The subsurface float tensions the mooring riser cable and serves as an instrument platform. Fig. 9 shows the float and structure with the float instrument package and ADCP. The 300-m depth rated syntactic foam float is 1.8 m diameter, 0.8 m high, weighs 2052 lbs in air, and has a buoyancy of 2375 lbs. The float structure is made from 6061-T6 painted aluminum. An electro-mechanical swivel/slip ring assembly is used at the top end of the mooring cable just beneath the subsurface float. The swivel has 16 slip rings in an oil-filled, pressure-compensated housing with an external pressure compensator (visible in the top of the lower panel of Fig. 7). The stainless steel swivel is rated at three metric tonnes (6600 lbs) working load.

**Software**

The successful operation of the mooring sensor network depends on software. The mooring system uses a scaled-down version of the MARS power monitoring and control system (PMACS; [8]) with the secondary node controller (SNC) serving a similar role as the MARS node power controller. The SNC (a PC-104 stack) monitors load current and bus...
voltage, allows for the setting of per-load current limits, and provides circuit-breaker and ground-fault monitoring capabilities. The PMACS server communicates with the SNC via an XML-RPC interface. The shore server (SS) runs a dedicated process for each sensor (an instrument server process). Each process interfaces to its respective sensor over the network and archives the sensor data on the local disk. All sensor configuration tasks are handled through the SS. In total, there are 36 IP addresses required.

The profiler has required a significant amount of software associated with the transfer of data from the MMP controller, communications over the inductive modem, acquisition of data from non-MMP sensors (the BB2F), and the battery charging/docking process.

Testing in Puget Sound

The mooring system was tested in Puget Sound on several occasions between June 2007 and August 2008 with success. An example of a temperature time series from the profiler is shown in Fig. 10. The profiler was programmed to transit vertically every 15 minutes. An example of hydrophone data is shown in Fig. 11. The hydrophone bandwidth is from 5 Hz to 30 kHz. At the Seahurst Observatory (a high school marine center) the sampling was limited to 12 kHz because of storage and communications bandwidth limitations between the shore station and APL. This figure shows a representative spectrogram with both acoustic modem activity (the two thick bands) and the ADCP going off every second.

B. Seaglider

The basic Seaglider developed at the University of Washington’s Applied Physics Laboratory (UW/APL) can dive to 1000 m while moving horizontally at about ½ knot using ½ W of power. Glider missions have now exceeded 600 dives, covering 3,000 km over ground and 190 days. Gilders routinely collect temperature and conductivity (salinity) data during a dive. We have adapted the Seaglider to carry a broadband hydrophone (10 Hz – 30 kHz) and a WHOI acoustic micromodem [9]; see Figs. 12 and 13. The latter operates in the 23 – 27 kHz band.

C. Acoustic communications and Network Infrastructure

There is currently much activity within the oceanographic community to develop integrated underwater sensor networks that include mobile, fixed, autonomous, and cabled nodes. A significant difficulty in this effort is that the the underwater ocean environment, especially in shallow water, is in general a very challenging medium in which to reliably communicate information. The reasons are well documented [13,14]. Since radio frequency (RF) waves attenuate extremely rapidly underwater, acoustic signaling is the preferred method of underwater wireless communication. Low acoustic sound speed (1,500 m/s) introduces long propagation delays and extensive time spreading of the received signal. The shallow ocean environment is a dense scattering environment and is generally highly time varying. Acoustic signals attenuate very
quickly as frequency increases; hence, the underwater channel is bandwidth limited. Furthermore, underwater Seagliders, such as those used in this project, are low power battery operated devices. This imposes practical constraints on the complexity of communications hardware [15,16].

Testing has taken place of acoustic communications between gliders and between gliders other platforms, both fixed and mobile, at the surface, in the water column, and on the bottom. In one such test in Puget Sound, a glider sat on the bottom and communicated with a glider moving out in range; see Fig. 14. Travel time and thus range was routinely measured. Frequency shift-key (FSK) signal coding at 80 bits per second (b/s) was used, with reliable results to 4 km and less reliable results to 7 km. In another test, an acoustic modem was installed on the AMM bottom node at 30 m water depth as part of the mooring testing at the Seahurst Observatory in Puget Sound (just west of Sea-Tac airport). Using a boat deployed transducer and deck box, ranges to 2.5 km were obtained (see Fig. 15); the lower ranges than in the first mentioned test were likely a result of the much shallower bottom. In more recent testing, phase-shift-key (PSK) signal coding (coherent vs. the incoherent FSK) was used. In this case 240 b/s and 5200 b/s were obtained between a glider and a surface gateway buoy with a modem suspended beneath; this modem has a 4-element hydrophone-receiving array. Further, a go-to-surface command was sent to the glider to demonstrate real-time vehicle control via the acoustic communications channel. In all cases, one-way travel times were obtained from which range is obtained. In summary, these test results confirm that the acoustic modem can perform adequately both from a communications perspective as well as for navigation. This demonstrates a necessary capability for the NSF OOI, to communicate between fixed and moving infrastructure.

In related work, the acoustic recording system on the glider was used to collect marine mammal data [ref] during an experiment in Monterey Bay in 2006. Many blue, fin, humpback, and sperm whale calls were detected, as well as birds and sea lions [17]. In another mission off the Hawaiian Island of Kauai, the glider recorded transmissions from a 75 Hz bottom mounted acoustic source (part of the Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Climate / North Pacific Acoustic Laboratory project [18,19]). Coherent signal processing with near-theoretical gain was achieved with positive ray identification. This indicates that gliders can coherently average these low frequency signals over 10 minutes, and estimate Doppler velocity very accurately. Thus, they can serve as mobile tomography receivers. These results are examples of using basic acoustics infrastructure for navigation and communication, as well as science and other uses. Further, the Kauai results indicate that the same low frequency sources can serve as underwater “GPS” transmitters for basin scale navigation and communication.

**Link and Multiple Access Protocols**

Networked observatories comprised of fixed and mobile underwater nodes are being conceived and increasingly deployed for many different environmental monitoring scenarios. Of particular significance is the role of monitoring the physical, chemical and biological properties of the ocean system as a critical component of the overall grand challenge problem of climate prediction. Broadly speaking, there exists a great need for continual, real time monitoring of the ocean’s
properties based on dense spatio-temporal sampling. Since as much as 90% of the ocean volume is unexplored, several regional undersea observatories have been recently deployed in partial amelioration of this deficit. One example (pertinent to the Pacific Northwest) is the NEPTUNE project [35] that consists of an initial cabled sea-bed infrastructure primarily intended for monitoring of sea-floor events. It is expected that this will expand in time to include vertical moored profilers as well as underwater autonomous vehicles (UAVs). Another semi-autonomous network - PLUSNET - consisting of fixed bottom and mobile sensors is oriented toward surveillance applications such as tracking ships and submarines operating in shallow water environments typical of the Western Pacific [36]. Real-time observation of the ocean requires reliable acoustic communication between both fixed and mobile underwater nodes. Our objective in this task was to develop an integrated system design approach to such underwater acoustic networks, by highlighting the interplay between the acoustic medium and its consequent impact on design choices at the link and multiple access (MAC) layers; see [37] for a recent review of underwater network design issues.

Fundamental to underwater network performance analysis is the choice of suitable acoustic channel models - a research area of considerable sophistication that has yielded detailed, numerical computation-intensive models for the received acoustic field as a function of the propagation environment. However, our cross-layer approach necessitates a balance between model accuracy and computational complexity, as the latter largely determines the feasibility of simulation-based network-level performance analysis. Accordingly, in our work we have opted for simpler models that nonetheless capture the important gross features of the acoustic medium; the intent is to provide sensitivity analysis as a function of the key environmental parameters. Pushing the cross-layer agenda inherently induces such compromises, whereby the loss of accuracy in channel modeling is hopefully compensated by the enhanced insights made available into link and MAC layer design choices. The insights from the link level analysis coupled with the intended network scenarios and consideration of various system constraints leads to design choice of a simple MAC protocol based on ALOHA with random backoff. Evaluation of the MAC performance is conducted using the freeware simulation environment ns-2, that quantifies the improvement in channel utilization relative to pure ALOHA. We note that the link-optimized MAC layer developed here has been implemented in the micro-modem, and will be undergoing sea trials in the near future. Aside from the US Navy Seaweb project, our work is one of few open-source, field validated implementations of an underwater network.

Underwater Network Engineering Challenges

As the demands on underwater data communication rates increase, so does the need for understanding the limits of transport of the acoustic medium. Traditionally, the Shannon capacity (or maximum achievable rate with arbitrarily low error probability) of any channel perturbed by additive Gaussian noise (AGN) has served as the benchmark for point-to-point communications. Nonetheless, there have been only a few recent attempts to compute and characterize such link capacities over underwater AGN channels. Part of this is attributable to the fact that channel modeling for underwater acoustics is still an ongoing art due to its many additional complexities as compared to terrestrial scenarios. By way of an example, the boundary conditions for a shallow body of water, i.e. the surface and bottom profiles, exert considerable impact via energy loss and scattering of acoustic waves, and thus on the link capacity. In terrestrial communications, typical propagation models between two fixed nodes such as the two-ray model provide a relation for signal power attenuation as a function of transmitter - receiver separation that is independent of frequency. Therefore, given a pair of nodes communicating through an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel at some fixed transmit power and bandwidth, the capacity is only a function of distance. However, in underwater communications, both the attenuation and noise are known to be strong functions of frequency. See for example, the recent computations in [38], [39] that explicitly recognize the frequency selective nature of acoustic attenuation and noise.

Additionally, acoustic propagation is characterized by the sound speed profile, which can vary greatly even in shallow water. The sound speed profile can show great variability at different times of year and under different weather conditions. Typical non-uniform sound speeds with respect to water depth cause a 'bending' of acoustic pressure waves.

We have shown in this task that the channel sound speed profile and boundary characteristics play a large role in determining the capacity between a source and receiver pair. Additionally, two different receivers at the same distance from a transmitter have very diverse capacities depending on their vertical location relative to the transmitter and the sound speed profile. In our work, we have undertaken an analysis of such parametric sensitivities of the channel capacity to highlight the unique features of underwater networks.

We have also conducted a link performance analysis of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution's (WHOI) Micromodem [40]. The primary reason for doing so is that the Micromodem remains the only acoustic modem available to the community at large as a platform for research and integration into underwater networks. While there exist other commercially available modems (notably by Teledyne Benthos) and there are ongoing efforts to develop new software defined acoustic modems, none of them offer the support and flexibility of the WHOI.

We have investigated the influence of environmental conditions and network geometry on several different layers of underwater acoustic communications systems. The capacity computations and FH-FSK link performance show that acoustic conditions and node locations have considerable impact on the maximum achievable bit rate. We have showed how acoustic propagation geometry and link level losses affect MAC layer design and tuning for performance optimization. Our MAC analysis shows that networks using the WHOI Micromodem can increase throughput over pure ALOHA by
implementing a backoff rule assuming knowledge of the expected number of contending nodes and the maximum propagation delay. Sensitivity analysis suggests that this is a robust approach; exploring techniques for making this protocol adaptive to network load and channel conditions is left as future work. Despite MAC improvements to a WHOI Micromodem, the achievable rate with current technology is a small fraction of the theoretical channel capacity. This points to the need for continued enhancements to cross layer design approaches that jointly optimize both the link and MAC to achieve the potential of the acoustic channel.

We have incorporated the results of our link layer analysis into a proposed MAC protocol that is suited to channels with long propagation delays. Our design philosophy is driven by pragmatism and seeks to avoid the complexities of network timing synchronization while pursuing enhanced channel utilization; this implies the need for simple collision avoidance mechanisms, leading to the choice of ALOHA with a random back-off. The value of our work in this regard is two-fold:

1. The developed simple MAC protocol is consistent with existing underwater acoustic modem hardware, such as the WHOI Micromodem and can be readily implemented for field evaluations. It can also be used with little or no modification in other modems such as the one currently being developed by Teledyne Benthos that will include both the WHOI and Benthos link layers.

2. In terms of MAC performance analysis (conducted with the popular freeware network simulator ns-2), a suitable abstraction is used for link losses within the protocol simulation. To the best of our knowledge, this represents one of the first cross-layer attempts for underwater network evaluation within an open-source simulation environment.

Results of the work above as well as significant additional work on Doppler tracking for the underwater channel, and design and prototyping of a next generation underwater software defined acoustic modem were published in [15, 16, 41-46].

D. Satellite Sensors

Of most direct relevance for determining the physical state of the ocean from space are sensors that determine sea surface height and wind stress. Sea surface height is measured with an altimeter, e.g., Jason-2, and provides a measure of depth integrated density; from this can be inferred heat content and upper ocean currents via geostrophy. Wind stress is estimated from wind speed as determined by a scatterometer, e.g., SeaWinds on the QuikSCAT satellite, which infers wind speed from surface roughness. The SeaWinds scatterometer is a specialized microwave radar that measures near-surface wind velocity (both speed and direction) under all weather and cloud conditions over Earth's oceans. SeaWinds collects data in a continuous 1,800-kilometer-wide band, making approximately 400,000 measurements and covering 90% of Earth's surface in one day. Further, satellite measurements of sea surface temperature provide additional observations.

In the future, a wide-area swath altimeter system (Surface Water and Ocean Topography, SWOT) will provide orders of magnitude more data on the ocean surface topography. In other missions, the estimation of wind speed will be improved with the Extended Ocean vector Winds Mission (XOVWM) and surface salinity (affecting ocean density among other things) will be measured by the Aquarius mission [20]. These and many other space-based sensors will be used in smart sensor webs as they develop over time.

E. Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS)

Despite the recent advance of the ocean observing technology, sampling the ocean on both the global and regional scales remains a challenging task. While satellite sensors can only measure the surface properties of the ocean (including the surface manifestations of subsurface processes, such as with altimetry) with imperfect, though improving, time-space global sampling, there are usually large temporal and spatial gaps between in situ sensors. Three-dimensional dynamical models are therefore needed to combine these in situ and satellite measurements in a process known as data assimilation. The goal is to estimate the state of the ocean today and then to predict its future evolutions.

We are using the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS), a community based and openly available software (http://www.myroms.org). ROMS solves the three-dimensional oceanic equations of momentum, temperature and salinity [21]. The model uses a vertical coordinate following the bottom topography [22]. Compared with the traditional sigma-coordinate system, this vertical coordinate system provides more flexibility in choosing vertical levels in specific vertical domains, such as the bottom boundary layer or surface mixed layer. The model explicitly represents the time evolution of the free-surface and has an open lateral boundary condition to allow the exchange of information through boundaries [23]. The Flather boundary condition [24] is used to allow the propagation of barotropic tidal signals into the domain.

The ROMS configuration used here includes a fully resolved tidal component. ROMS uses data from the Topex-Poseidon Global Inverse Solution version 6.0 (TPXO.6) developed at the Oregon State University [25]. The tides are provided as complex amplitudes of earth-relative sea-surface elevation and tidal currents for eight primary harmonic constituents (M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, Q1), on a 1/4 degree resolution grid. These harmonics are introduced in ROMS through the open boundaries using the Flather condition (see [23]). This open boundary condition combines the Sommerfeld equation (with surface gravity wave phase speed) with a 1-D version of the continuity equation applied in the outwardly normal direction at each open boundary. The volume is automatically conserved in the domain and variations due to physical forcing such as tides (but also the other subtidal components) are introduced through the external data. Preliminary results from the ROMS solutions with tidal forcing show that the coastal ocean is dominated by the semi-
diurnal (M2) tide with an error less than 5% for both amplitude and phase [26].

ROMS can be implemented in a multi-nested grid configuration that allows for telescoping from the large-scale down to regional and local region at very high resolution (on the order of 1 km). Fig. 16 shows a 3-domain nested ROMS configuration centered around Monterey Bay, California. The spatial resolutions are 15-km, 5-km, and 1.5-km, respectively. The Monterey Bay ROMS configuration has been tested in two major field experiments: Adaptive Sampling Ocean Network (AOSN) in 2003 [27], Adaptive Sampling and Prediction (ASAP) in 2006.

ROMS has the ability to assimilate both in situ and satellite data using a 3-dimensional variational data assimilation (3DVAR) method [28,29]. It can incorporate both satellite data and in-situ data obtained from the mooring sensor system and sensors on the Seagliders communicated via the underwater acoustic network. During both field experiments, the ROMS modeling and data assimilation system was run daily in real-time, assimilating satellite data as well as in-situ temperature and salinity vertical profile data (e.g., derived from CTD measurements on moorings, ships, gliders, and autonomous underwater vehicles or AUVs). The current ROMS configuration produces nowcasts every six hours. Forced with the mesoscale atmospheric forecast [30], the current ROMS configuration makes a 48-hour forecast every 24 hours. Initial results show significant skill in the ROMS model in describing and predicting the coastal circulation and variability [31].

Fig. 16: Sea surface temperature as simulated by the three nested ROMS models with a spatial resolution of 15-km (left), 5-km (middle), and 1.5-km (right), respectively.

During the 2006 ASAP field experiment, we have demonstrated the significant positive effect of adaptive sampling using gliders to improve the model simulation and forecast [32]. This effectiveness may be maximized if the observations are “targeted” based on objective guidance that is derived from models (Fig. 17). Such guidance can answer the question: “What are the optimal sampling locations in the next two days, in order to reduce the errors in the ROMS forecast within a region of interest?” Fig. 17 shows an example of the guidance showing the uncertainty and dynamics of the flow that can be derived from the ROMS ensembles. Formally, the guidance represents the reduction in prediction error variance within a given region. Based on this guidance, we have identified optimal locations for additional sampling. One additional glider was deployed to collect more data around these optimal locations. Fig. 18 shows the RMS differences in temperature and salinity between all glider measurements within the observational box and the co-located ROMS reanalysis values. Two curves are shown, one for the ROMS reanalysis that does not assimilate this additional glider data and another for the reanalysis that does assimilate this glider data. The reanalysis that includes this adaptively deployed glider data shows a significant improvement (i.e., smaller RMS errors), at least in part, due to the adaptive sampling.

Fig. 17: ROMS-derived guidance aimed at improving a 1-day ROMS prediction within the blue rectangle region. Darker shading corresponds to preferred locations for sampling targeted observations of (A) temperature and (B) salinity.

Fig. 18: ROMS reanalysis RMS errors in (A) temperature and (B) salinity before (solid line) and after (dashed line) the adaptive sampling deploying a glider following the ROMS derived guidance.

A first demonstration experiment for our task was carried out during 13-23 October 2008 in Monterey Bay (MB08). The major science goal was to detect and predict extreme blooms in Monterey Bay using a smart sensor web - integrating in situ and remote sensing observations with predictive models. A unique innovation of MB08 was to bring the adaptive sampling concept to the satellite platform, for the first time. The objective was to demonstrate the ability to detect and predict extreme blooms using an observatory concept consisting of both in situ and remote sensing platforms as well as real-time ocean and atmospheric forecasting models.
Recent efforts included feasibility pilot tests to track oceanographic satellite assets such as MODIS and MERIS have ocean color products useful in studying algal blooms. However these wide coverage sensors have lower spatial resolution. Ideally these datasets would be combined with point-and-shoot satellite data with less spatial coverage but higher spatial (and possibly spectral) resolution.

During MB08, the Earth Observing 1 (EO-1) satellite was tasked to automatically deliver oceanographic science data products for scientist evaluation. The EO-1 Hyperion high-resolution hyperspectral imager is capable of resolving 220 spectral bands (from 0.4 to 2.5 µm) with a 30-meter resolution. The instrument can image a 7.5 km by 100 km area per image, and provide detailed spectral mapping across all 220 channels with high radiometric accuracy. Specifically in this case, EO-1 Hyperion acquisitions were made in coordination with the EO-1 Sensorweb team on 10 days in September and October 2008 with 5 scenes during the MB08 deployment. EO-1 used automated workflows to process and deliver the data to the MB08 science and operations team along with two derivative science products, Fluorescence Line Height (FLH) and Maximum Chlorophyll Index (MCI) linear baseline data products. These automated sensor web workflows were triggered by the campaign tag associated with the acquired scenes and invoked perl/IDL processing to produce the desired science products. The resultant science products were automatically delivered to the scientists through a collaboration web portal. The system posted web updated the portal with links to files downloadable from EO-1 servers. This capability was later generalized to enable sftp and email delivery of products as well. These efforts demonstrated the utility of automated science processing and delivery of EO-1 products to support science operations and also provided guidance on areas of improvement needed before operationally useful products could be delivered. Key operational areas identified for future work include improved instrument and atmospheric correction.

The ultimate goal is to eventually develop automated processing flows that deliver alerts and science classification products to interested scientists and authorities. These automated alerts could then be used to deliver data to interested authorities and also request subsequent data to track the evolving phenomena.

A final demonstration field experiment for our task was was conducted off the New Jersey Coast in November 2009. This experiment was joint with the Cyberinfrastructure (CI) component of the Ocean Observing System (OOI) which sought to run an Observing System Simulation Experiment (OSSE) to test the capabilities of the OOI CI to support field operations in a distributed ocean observatory in the Mid-Atlantic Bight. The CI OSSE goal is to provide a real oceanographic test bed in which the CI will support field operations of ships and mobile platforms, aggregate data from fixed platforms, shore-based radars, and satellites and offer these data streams to data assimilation and forecast models. For the first time, this CI OSSE will construct a multi-model ensemble forecast that will be used to guide the glider deployment and trigger satellite imaging over the region of interests.

A number of observational assets were deployed. The routine measurements included moored ocean buoys, land-based high-frequency (HF) radars, and ship survey. Four autonomous underwater gliders were used to perform additional measurements and adaptive sampling. During the field experiment, four numerical gliders were used to provide nowcasts and 48-hour forecasts that will be used to guide gliders and improve decision making.

A major feature of this field experiment is the web portal (http://ourocean.jpl.nasa.hgov/CI) developed to provide a single access point for the observational and model predictions. During the field experiment, a high-level summary was posted daily describing both the atmospheric and oceanographic conditions. The following is the example posted on the first day of the field experiment:

“Executive Summary of 11/01/2009: Southerly winds are observed during the weekend with a speed around 10. NAM forecasts indicate that the wind will switch to northerly winds by Monday and last for about two days with about the same magnitude. Because of the improved weather conditions, there is therefore excellent satellite coverage for SST. We continue to receive four ocean model forecasts on the daily basis. A multi-model ensemble forecast is constructed based on the equal weighting method. The variance of the ensemble forecast is also estimated and will be used to guide the glider deployment in the coming days. Four model forecasts are also compared with observed SST and surface current. A Google Earth (GE) based web interface is also developed to track the four gliders being deployed.”

During the field experiment, there is excellent coverage for the sea surface temperature (SST). The web portal provides daily SST map from multiple sensors/platforms including Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), Advanced Along-Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR), the Geostationary Environmental Satellites (GOES, SEVIRI), Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer Earth Observing System (AMSR-E), Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission Microwave Imager (TMI) as well as in situ measurements. Using a multi-scale two-dimensional variational (MS-2DVAR) algorithm [47], a blended SST product at 1-km resolution is also provided (Figure 19). This blended SST data was provided to the participating investigators in the netCDF format through the OpenDAP (http://www.opendap.org/) and THREDDS (http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/projects/THREDDS/) server.

Surface currents are obtained from high-frequency (HF) radar or CODAR. Both the long-range and short-range systems are used to derive the surface current shown here at 6-km spatial resolutions (Figure 20a).

We were accessing four numerical model nowcast/forecast products (i.e., HOPS, NYHOPS, ROMS-COAWST, ROMS-Espresso) on the daily basis. During the first week of the field experiment, we are constructing the
multi-model ensemble mean using the Equal Weighting Method: the ensemble forecast is the mean of available individual model forecasts, with equal weights for each individual model (Figure 20b). The variance of the ensemble forecast is therefore the average square difference between individual forecast and ensemble forecast.

Starting from the week 2 of the field experiment, we started to produce the ensemble forecast using an objective weighting method (Figure 20c). The weighting for each individual model is based on the performance of the model during a training period. The probability density function of any quantity to be predicted is a weighted average of probability density functions centered on the individual bias-corrected forecasts, where the weights are equal to posterior probabilities of the models generating the forecasts. A linear regression between model forecasts and observations is used to remove any possible biases for each individual model. The weighting is estimated by maximum likelihood through iteration. The probability density functions for each individual model are assumed to be Gaussian. The training period for the CI OSSE field experiment is Oct. 10 to Oct. 20, 2009. The verifying observations are daily 1-km blended sea surface temperatures and hourly 6-km high-frequency coastal radar surface currents. Clearly, the objective weighted ensemble mean performs significantly better than the equal weighted mean. The model performance is also evaluated in real-time against the four glider measurements (Figure 21). Users can select each of the four gliders as well as four individual models and ensemble means using either equal weighting or objective weighting.

During the field experiment, gliders are tasked on 24-hour cycles. Each daily glider planning session produces a 24-48 hour trajectory that is designed to optimize travel time toward the operators' chosen destination. The planned trajectory accounts for time-varying 3-dimensional current forecasts produced by the “ensemble” numerical model. The trajectory appears in the Google Earth view as a grey path, with circles at the beginning and end containing additional information about the glider, time schedule, and locations (Figure 22). As a byproduct the planning session also computes paths using forecasts from each of the independent numerical models taken individually. These are represented as colored lines and circles. Occasionally, an individual model will not find a path to the goal due to missing data or anticipation of strong countervailing currents. In this case the line trajectory is omitted.

The highlight of the field experiment was the formation flight between underwater gliders and the Hyperion (http://eo1.usgs.gov/hyperion.php) imager flying on the Earth Observing One (http://eo1.gsfc.nasa.gov) spacecraft. The Hyperion images are typically 7.5 km (across track) by over 100km (along track) and resolve 220 spectral bands from 0.4 to 2.5 microns with a spatial resolution of 30m (Figure 23). During the field experiment, both observational data and multi-model forecasts are analyzed to determine a tasking location. These coordinates are then used by the EO-1 sensor web capability (http://sensorweb.jpl.nasa.gov) that enables autonomous operations and tasking of the EO-1 spacecraft. With several days' planning, we were able to co-locate two gliders within the EO-1 Hyperion swath, a major technology breakthrough in simultaneously coordinating satellite and underwater assets guided by multi-model forecasts.
Figure 21: Vertical profiles of temperature (top-left) and salinity (bottom-left) as measured by gliders (green) and predicted by models (red). Right panels show the differences of temperature and salinity between the observation and model forecast (blue).

Figure 22: Spatial locations and trajectories for the four gliders being deployed during the field experiment.

Figure 23: Spatial locations and trajectories for the four gliders overlaid by the EO-1 Hyperion image.

III. DISCUSSION

The foregoing presentation of sensor web elements and results is part of an ongoing, evolving effort to improve the ocean observing system. This improvement will become increasingly important as we continually move toward an engineered world (whether desirable or not). In such a world, as we push the envelopes on carbon dioxide, temperature, sea level rise, ocean acidification and de-oxygenation, as well as ecosystem services, we will need to know the detailed state of the ocean with ever-increasing accuracy and resolution. The current generation of satellite and in situ observations are a great improvement over a decade ago, but they are inadequate for future needs. Improvements in satellite sampling have been called for as part of the NASA “Decadal Plan,” for example (the SWOT and XOVWM mentioned above were examples of planned missions, [20]), and some of these are being funded. These missions will better sample the ocean surface in space and time but there are fundamental limits to how deep into the ocean this boundary condition information can propagate, given the uncertainties in our knowledge of the physics and the uncertainties of the measurements. In situ measurements will always be required to keep models on track. In the international Ocean Observations 2009 conference [2], there was a call to improve the present system with elements such as glider fleets and tomographic sampling of the deep ocean and under ice-covered water (e.g., the Arctic Ocean and off Antarctica) [33].

By incorporating a combination of fixed and mobile platforms that support acoustics (sources and receivers), one can begin to achieve quadratic growth in number of data, rather than (only) linear growth with conventional point sensors. An acoustic network can simultaneously support navigation of mobile platforms, communications between sub-subsurface nodes and the surface, and science applications such as acoustic tomography (travel time is proportional to sound speed or temperature) [34]. In the latter, the number of data grows as the product of the number of sources and receivers. Take for example five fixed acoustic transceivers (sources and receivers) in a basin on a scale of 5,000 km. Between the five transceiver instruments, there are 10 independent paths. With 100 drifters or gliders equipped with acoustic receivers, there...
are an additional 500 independent data (of these, for each mobile platform, two data are used for localization). Thus the mobile platforms provide not only point data, but each provides several more path integral data directly measuring the larger, climatically relevant scales, as frequently as the sources transmit. In principle, a single realization of the large scale temperature in an ocean basin can be samples at the speed of sound, 1500 m/s or 3000 knots. The same acoustic sources can be used in a broadcast mode, sending engineering data (e.g., position if on a mooring moving in the currents, much like the GPS system sends satellite ephemeris data) and command signals. All the receivers can also measure ambient sound that includes signals due to wind, rain (being used now to verify satellite measurements), seismic activity, shipping, and marine animals.

Sensor web elements such as we have described here can contribute to these future efforts. The same cabled mooring systems can be modified to host acoustic transceivers, serving the role of “underwater GPS satellites.” The acoustic seagliders (or others) can serve as the receivers, simultaneously providing the more conventional temperature and salinity point profile data. The sensor web presented here achieves traceability to science requirements through complementing existing and planned space science missions. Specifically the sensor web integrates space-based sensor data with in-situ data; these are integrated via the ROMS model, the output of which can used for achieving a set of scientific objectives, including enhancing the science products of stand-alone missions such as described for the MB08 example. The ROMS model is also useful in planning future space-based missions and in situ observing programs dedicated to climate change science.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The ocean-observing smart sensor web presented herein is composed of (a) a cable-connected mooring system with a profiler under real-time control with inductive battery charging; (b) a glider with integrated acoustic communications and broadband receiving capability; (c) satellite sensor elements; (d) an integrated acoustic navigation and communication network; and (e) a predictive model via the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS). The acoustic communications network forms a critical link in the web between the in-situ and space-based sensors and facilitates adaptive sampling and calibration. As an example of the power of the sensor web concept, during MB08 we were able to adjust the looking angle of the Hyperion sensor on board the EO-1 satellite as it passed over Monterey Bay. This is the first time that satellite measurements were guided by the potential synergy with complementary in situ observations and model simulations and forecasts, therefore closing a complete loop of a the smart sensor web from ocean observing to model forecast leading to future guided observations.
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